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(54) Title: SENSOR AND METHOD OF SENSING

(57) Abstract: A sensor is arranged to determine the presence
of an object from a change in a capacitance of a sensing ele

ment. The sensor comprises a capacitance measurement circuit
operable to perform measurement cycles to measure a capaci
tance of the sensing element, and a controller circuit. The con
trol circuit is operable to detect a periodic noise signal induced
on-the sensing element, to determine a first part, of a repeating
pattern of the periodic noise signal, which causes a change in
an amount of charge present on the sensing element, which af

fects the measurement of the capacitance of the sensing element
by the capacitance measurement circuit, to determine.a second
part of the repeating pattern of the periodic noise signal, which
does not cause a change in the amount of charge present on the
sensing element, and to control the measurement cycles of the
capacitance measurement circuit to perform the measurement
cycles during the second part of the periodic noise signal and
not to perform the measurement cycles during the first part of
the periodic noise signal. The sensor is therefore arranged to
detect a synchronous pattern of the noise signal induced, on the
key, during a noise sensing phase, and to synchronise the gen

eration of a plurality of measurement cycles within the bursts
to reduce the effeets of the noise signal on the measurement of
the change in the capacitance of the sensing element. The sen

sor can be used, for example, to form a two dimensional touch
sensor, which can be overlaid on a liquid crystal display (LCD)
screen. As such, the effects of noise on the detection of an ob

ject, caused by a noise source such as common voltage signal of
the LCD screen can be reduced.

FIG. 5



SENSORAM) METHOD QF SENSING

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to sensors and methods for sensing the presence

of an object from a change in a capacitance of a sensing element. The present

5 invention also relates to sensors, which include a plurality of keys, which ean Ε>e

arranged in a matrix and can be used to form, for example, a- two dimensional touch

sensitive user input device.

In some embodiments a touch sensor includes a-key-comprising a -drive plate

and-arsense plate, itr whi εh the key may be driven contemporaneously with charge

L - measurement taking place or a charge signal τnay-be measured after a key is driven

during a measurement cycle.

In some embodiments a touch sensor includes a - sensing circuit for use t

reducingihe effects of noise. In some examples the noise may be induced by another

component, such as, for example, a liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, when the

15 touch- screen is used to form a touch sensitive display screen.

Background of the Invention

There are -various forms of touch sensitive cont rols which use a capacitive

sensor to sense the presence of a body such -as a user's finger. A -touch sensitive

capacitive sensor for example is disclosed in WO9-7/23738 JlJ. ÷Fhe capacitive

0 sensing-deviee disclosed in WO-97/23738 I ] relies_on measuring the capacitance-of a

sensingjelecteode to a system reference potential (earth) A single coupling plate is

provided- and disposed-to-ferm ainuch sensitive switch. -The coupling platejs referred

to as a key. i n accordance with this example, the key is- charged using_a drive circuit-

for a drive part .of -a measurement cycle and then- this charge - is measured by

5- transferringrthe-isduced charge from the -key-b3' a charge detection circuhvduring a

measurement part Of the cycle. Typically, a-burst- of measurement cycles are used-to

generate a plurality of signal sample values. The sensor can detect the presence of an

object near the key as a result of a change in an amount of the charge induced onto the

key. Effectively, this provides a measure of a change in capacitance of the key as a

0 result of the presence of the body or object. When a pointing object for example a

user's finger approaches the sensing electrode (plate), the pointing object appears to be



a virtual ground. This serves to increase the measured capacitance of the sensing

electrode to ground. Thus an increase in measured capacitance is taken to indicate the

presence of a pointing object. The contents of WO-97/23738 [1] and corresponding

US 5,730,165 [3] are incorporated herein in their entirety by reference as- background

material to the invenuen..

Another form of touch sensitive control i s disclosed in WO-00/44018 [2]7 In

this example a pair of electrodes..are provided which act as a key so that the presence

of a body suchuas-a- user's finger is detected as a result of a change in an amount of

charge which-is transferred 1between the two electrodes. With this- arrangement, one-of

the electrodes (labellsxLX) is driven with a drive circuit and the other of the pair of

electrodes (labelled Y) is connected to a - charge measurement circuit which detects an-

amount of charge present on the Y plate when driven by the X plate. A s disclosed in

WQ-O /440018 [2] several pairs of electrodes can be arranged to form a matrix of

sensing areas which can provide an efficient implementation of a touch sensitive two-

dimensional- position sensor. Such two dimensional capacitive transducing (2DGT)

.sensors are typically .used with devices which include touch sensitive screens or touch

sensitive keyboards/keypads whdcJbL.are used i n for example in consumer electronic

devices and domestic appliances.

Example devices use 2DCT sensors in conjunction with an underlying display

such as a Uquid -crystal -display (LCD) or a cathode ray tube (CRT).. .Devices-

employing 2DCT sensors have become increasingly popular and common not only in—

conjunction w h_personal comp ter s butalso in-alLmanner of other appliances such as

personal digital assistants (PDAs), -point of sale (POS) terminals, electronic

information andtickeling-Mosks, kitchen appliances and the like. 2DCT sensors .are

frequently preferred- to mechanical -switches for a number of reasons. For example,

2DCT sensors require no- -moving parts -and so are less prone to wearthan their

mechanical counterparts. 2DCT sensors can also be. made in relatively-sma ll sizes so

that correspondingly small, and tightly packed keypad arrays can be provided.

Furthermore, 2DCT sensors can be provided beneath an environmentally sealed outer

surface/cover panel. This makes their use in wet environments or where there is a

danger of dirt or fluids entering a device being controlled attractive. In addition,

manufactures often prefer to employ interfaces based on 2DCT sensors in their



products because such interfaces are often considered by consumers to be more

aesthetically pleasing than- conventional mechanical input mechanisms (e.g. push¬

buttons).

Other devices which may incorporate 2DCT sensors include pen-input tablets

and encoders used in machinery for feedback control purposes, for example 2DCT

sensors are capable of reporting at least a 2-dimens κmal coordinate, Cartesian or

otherwise, related to the location of an objeet -or human body part by means of a

capacitance sensing mechanism.

US Patent Application- 60/803,510 [4]. .describes-a 2DCT sensor comprising a

substrate with a sensing area defined by a pattern oJLelectrodes in.which the electrodes

are sensed by passive -sensing techniques. A capacitance -measurement circuit of the

type described in the applicant's US 6,288;707 [5] for example as shown in Figure 5 of

US patent application 60/803,510 [4] is coupled to the .sensing electrodes for

determining a change in capacitance caused by the approach of a user's finger or other

object to the sensing electrodes. Further details of sensor circuitry and methods of

driving the sensor circuitry are_available in US 5,730,165 £3] and US 7,148,704 [6].

However, it has been found that there are. some -limitations associated with 2DCT

sensors which operate on passive sensing techniques. For example, passive 2DCT

sensors can be sensitive to external -ground loading. Furthermore, electrical noise

generated from such LCD screens can interfere with capacitance measurements when a

pointing object approaches the screen. Known methods to minimise the effects of

noise -on= capacitive coupling is. to incorporate a shielding -layer -between Jhe LCD

screen and- a 2DCT .sensor to reduce or block the noise induced by the LCD screen.-

However, such methods increase the size anxLthickness of a device incorporating a

display screen ~with a 2DCT sensor when It- i desirable-to

produce smaller devices. -Furthermore, additionaL steps- are required during

manufacture-and-as a result there is an increased costdue to further components being

needed.

European patent EP 1 821 175 [7] discloses a display device with a touch

sensor which is arranged so that a two dimensional touch sensor is overlaid upon a

display device to form a touch sensitive display screen. The display device uses an

LCD arrangement with vertical and horizontal switching of the LCD pixels. The touch



sensing circuit includes a current detection circuit, a noise elimination circuit as well

as a sampling circuit for each of a plurality of sensors, which are arranged to form the

two-dimensional sensor array. The current detection circuit -receives a strobe signal,

which is generated from the horizontal and vertical switching signals of the LCD

screen. The strobe signal is used to trigger a blanking of the current detection circuit

during a period in which the horizontal switching voltage signal may affect the

measurements performed by the detection circuit.

Generally, a technical problem subsists in the implementation of touch sensors

to reduce the effects of noise signals, which may -be induced from- another source-om-a-

sensing element of the touch sensor.



Summary of Invention

According to the present invention there is provided a sensor which is arranged

to. determine the presence of an object from a change in a capacitance of a sensing

element The sensor comprises a capacitance measurement circuit operable t o perform

.measurement cycles-to measure a capacitance of the sensing element, and a controller

circuit, The-control circuit is operable to detect a periodic noise signal induced on the

sensing element, to determine a first part of a repeating pattern of the periodic noise

signal, which causes a change in an amount of charge present on the sensing element,

which- affectsr ie measurement of the capacitance of the sensing element -by the

-capacitance measurement c ircuit, to determine a second part of the repeating pattern of

the periodic noise signal, which does not cause a change in the amount of charge

present on the sensing element, and to control the measurement cycles of the

capacitance measurement circuit to perform the measurement cycles during the

seeond part of the periodic noise signal and not to perform the measurement cycles

during the first part of the periodic noise signal. The sensor is therefore arranged to

detect a repeating pattern of the periodic noise signal induced on the key, and to

synchronise the generation of a plurality of measurement cycles to reduce the effects

of the noise signar on the measurement of the change in the capacitance of the sensing

element.

The noise signal can be produced from any source and provided that the noise

signal has a repeating waveform, embodiments of the present invention canije used to

reduee the-affects-ofthe noise signal on the detection of an object-proximate a-sensing

form of- touch sensor such as

før-example,-KC time constant, resonant circuits as well as- the examples of-charging

and=tlϊschargi πg a . key as disclosed In the afore mentioned WO-97/23738 [1], US

5,730,165 [3-]-and- WO-00/44018 [2J. Furthermore, various methods can be use -to

detect a change-in the-capacitance of the sensing element.

Other embodiments of the present invention can provide a sensor, which is

arranged to determine the presence of an object from a change in a capacitance of a

sensing element. The sensing element may be overlaid upon a display screen. The

sensor comprises a capacitance measurement circuit operable to measure a capacitance

of the sensing element, and a controller circuit operable to control charging cycles of



the capacitance meas πrement circuit, the controller circuit being configured to produce

charging cycles at a predetermined time and in synchronous manner with a noise

signal.

It hasJbeen identified that it is possible to use the noise output generated from a

5 display screen in a positive manner during capacitance measurement (acquisition)

cycles of a sensor. -In- one embodiment,- the charge-transfer cycles or 'bursts' may be

performed durmg_certaki stages of the noise output signal from the display screen, that

is at stages where .noise does not significantly aHect the capacitance measurements

performed. As-such, the -sen sor caabe arranged to effectively pick up the noise output

-0 from a display screen and automatically synchronise the charge-transfer bursts to occur

-duriπg.certam stages o£the noise output cycle.

In one example- the sensing element includes a key and the controller is

operable to control the capacitance- measurement circuit to detect a change in the

capacitance of the sensing- element -by generating one or more measurement bursts,

5 -each measurement burstr providing a plurality of measurement cycles, each

measurement cycle including inducing charge-ento the key during a charging part of a

measurement cycle, measuring an amount of charge induced -on the key during a signal

measurement part of :the measurement eyerie, and detecting the presence of the object

proximate -the-key from a change in an amount of charge -transferred from the key,

0 - thereby to detect a change in the capacitance of the sensing element. The sensor is

therefore arranged to detect- a repeating pattern ofithe periodic noise signal induced on

the key, during arjioise- sensing phase,, and t α synchronise the generation .of the

plurality of bursts and-the τneasurementcyclss withϊ n the bursts to reduce the -effects

of the. noise signal-on-the measurement of the change in the capacitance of the sensing

5 element. The sensor can-fee-used-to-form a -two dimensional toueh sensor, which- can

be overlaid on a liquidcrystal-dispray (fcCD)-sereen. As -such, the effects of switching

noise-on the detection σf-an object, caαsed-by a common voltage signal of the LCD

screen can be reduced.

In some embodiments, firmware implemented in a general-purpose micro-

0 controller may be used to capture the noise output signal from an LCD screen and to

control the operation of the charge-transfer cycles in relation to pre-determined parts



of the noise signal. A circuit may alternatively or in-addition be used to synchronise

the charge-transfer bursts with the LCD noise signal.

In .some examples the sensor according to an embodiment of the invention may

be used with capacitive sensing apparatus and methods described in US 6,452,514,

which is incorporated herein by reference. In one example, the sensing element may

comprise a pattern of electrodes. The electrodes can be made of a transparent material,

such as indium tin oxide (ITO) 5 Orgacon ™.or any other suitable material.

In one example the- noise signal is detected from the key itself. For the.

example of LCD nβise which- provides a periodic noise pattern s-.the. proximity of the

LCD screen with respect to the touch_sensor. which may_for_example form part of a

touch sensitive display, will induce- a_sigriificant noise signal, on the key. By

providing an arrangement irr which the periodic neise-sig πaLcaiube detected during an

initialization phase of the touch sensor, the measurement of -capacitively induced

charge present on the key -which utilizes a plurality of measurements cycles within

bursts, can be synchronised with: the noise signal: Εhe synchronisation, can for

example therefore avoid rising and falling edges of Hie periodic noise. As a result, for

-example, a two dimensional touch sensor can be manufactured and designed separately

from the LCD screen with the advantage that physical electrical coupling which would

otherwise be requiredbetween the touch sensor detectionrcircuitandtheXCD screen is

notjrequired.

In contrast to what is--disclosed in Ε P 1 821 175 [7] as mentioned above,

embodiments of _the present invention do-notrrequire-a- noise detector_cir-Guitrto be

connectexLto-address and/or switching signals produeed to-activate LGD ixels of an

LCD- screen. T-hus, in -EP i 821 1.75 -\1\ a connection is required to the common

voltage and preferably to the hori zontaTsynchronization s ignai-of-theXCD- switching

circuit to gεnerate ~ a-strobe -signal which is αsed to blank- out a currenLsignal which is

used to the detect -the..presence and position-of an object. In contrasVthe present

technique can detect the noise signal from the capacitive key itself, thereby providing

an arrangement in which the touch sensitive 2DCT sensor is self contained with

respect to the LCD screen and the associated driving and control circuit.

Various further aspects and features of the present invention are defined in the

appended claims, which include a method of sensing the presence of an object from a



change in an amount of charge present on a key, and a controller for controlling a-

sensing element.

-Brief Description of the Drawings

Example embodiments of the present invention will now be described by way

5 -of .example only, with reference to the accompanying drawingSy in which like parts are

referred to by like reference numerals and in which:

-Figure Ia is a schematic block diagram providing an example of a touch-

sensitive sensor, and Figure Ib is an example illustration of a user's finger disposed

proximate the sensor;

0 JFigure 2 is-a schematic block diagram illustrating an electrical equivalent of the

touch sensor shown in Figure Ib;

Figure 3 is a schematic block diagram of a eircuit which in combination with

the touch sensor shown in Figure Ib serves to form a touch sensor;

Figure 41s an example timing diagram illustrating the operation of the sensing

5 circuit shown in Figure 3;

Figure 5 is a circuit diagram illustrating a touch sensitive matrix providing a

two-dimensional -capacitive transducing sensor arrangement;

Figure 6 is Ά schematic illustration showing an application of the two-

dimensionaL capacitive- transducing sensor shown in Figure 5 with-ajiquld crystal

O display (-LCD), which in combination form a touch sensitive_display sereen;

Figure 7 provides an electrical equivalent circuit diagram- ofthe-noise induced

by the display_screenr^fiown in Figure. 6;

Figure 8 is- an electrical circuit -diagram of a sensing signal conditioner- shewn-

in Figure 5 1-3 and 14;

5 JFigure 9a is a -graphical representation of a plot of sϊgnaLvalue-w ϊth respect to-

time- repr=esent-ing_a synchronous rectangular noise signal;-Figure 9b is timing diagr-am

corresponding to the -example shown in Figure. 3.5-
~iilustrating-the generation of-a

plurality of measurement bursts, each of which includes a plurality of measurement

cycles according to a conventional operation; and Figure 9c is an illustration of the

0 timing diagram shown in Figure 9b adapted in accordance with the present technique;

Figure 10a is a graphical representation of a plot of signal value with respect to

time for the periodic noise signal shown in Figure 9a on an expanded time axis;



Figure 10b is a graphical representation of a timing diagram illustrating the operation

of the touch sensor on- a time axis which corresponds to that shown in Figure 10a in

which a temporal period of-ajneasurement burst exceeds a -part of the periodic noise

signal, in which- the noise signal does not change, into a part in which the noise signal

does change;

Figure 11a is a graphical representation of a plot of signal value with respect -to

time for .a. further example of a periodic noise signal; and Figure lib is a graphical

representation of a timing^diagram illustrating the operation of the touch sensor

according to -theq>resent technique;

Figure- 12a is a graphical xepresentation.of a plot of signal value with respect to

time for a further example of aperiodic noise signal; and Figure 12b is a graphical

representation of a timing diagram illustrating- the operation of the touch sensor

according to the present technique;

Figure 13 is a circuit diagram of a further example touch sensor, which utilises

a single-ended charging- and discharging of a sensing element adapted in accordance

with an embodiment of the-present-invention^

Figure 14 is a circuit diagram of a further example of a touch sensor, of the

single -ended sensing type shown in Figure 13,. -wJiich is used to form a two

dimensional touch- sensor adapted in accordance with n embodiment of the present

invention; -and

Figure 15 is a flow diagram representing the operation of a touch- sensor

according to the present technique.

Description of Example Embodiments

As explained above -there are yarious forms of touch sensors which -can

determine the presence_of a-body proximate a sensing element of-the touch sensor as a

result-of a change-of charge-transferred fr em-a key of the touch sensor. The following

description with reference to Figure 1 to 4 provides a background explanation- of the

operation of touch sensors according to a first example and Figures 13 and 14 provide

other example touch sensors with which embodiments of the present invention find

application.

An example of such a touch sensor is shown in Figure Ia and Ib. The example

shown in Figures Ia and Ib correspond to an example in which a pair of transverse



-i-o

electrodes form a touch sensor. A s shown in Figure I a a pair of electrodes 100, 104

which form a drive or X plate and a receiving or Y plate in the following description

are disposed beneath the surface of a touch sensitive control panel 15. As shown in

Figure I a and Ib the touch sensor 10 is arranged- to detect the presence of a body such

as a user's finger 20 as a result of a change in an amount of char ge transferred from the

Y plate 104. A s shown in Figure I a when the X plate 100 is charged or driven by a

circuit, an electric field is formed which i s illustrated by the lines 18 and 19 both above

and below the touch panel surface 15 as a result of which charge- is transferred to the Y

plate 104. The J L plate and the Y plate 10O5 ldO4 form a-capacitively charged key 10.

A s shown in Figure I b a s a result of the disturbance of the electric field 18 due to the

presence of the user's finger 20 theielectric field above the surface of the control panel

15 is disturbed as a result of an. earthing or grounding effect provided by the user's

finger 20 as illustrated schematically by ground 34.

An equivalent circuit diagram of the touch sensor shown in Figures Ia and Ib

is shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 equivalent capacitances-are illustratexLin the form of

a circuit diagram. A capacitance formed between the X plate 100 and the Y plate 104

of the key is a capacitance CE 105. The- presence of the body 20 has an effect of

introducing shunting capacitances 30, 32, 33 which are-then grounded via the body 2 0

by an equivalent grounding capacitor 22 -to the ground- 34. Thus theL_presence of the

body 20 affects the amount of charge- transferred- frorsrthe Y plate of the key and

therefore provides a way of detecting the presence of the-foody 20. This is because- the

capacitance between-the X plate 100 and the Y plate- 104-of the key C 105 reduces as

the grounding capacitances 22-, 30, 32, 33 increases.

Figure 3 provides an example circuit diagram, -w hic h forms touch sensor by

sensing an amount of charge transferred from the X plate lOG-shown i n Figure 2 to the

Y plate 104 and. includes- a- charge -measurement circuit which-hasLbeen- reproduced

from WO-00/44018-[2], which corresponds to U S -6,452,5-K [8].

A s shown in Figure 3 a drive circuit 101 is connected to the. X plate 100 of the

key and the Y plate 104 of the key is connected to an input 106 of a charge

measurement circuit 108, wherein the X and Y plates collectively form the capacitor

105. The input 106 is connected to a first controllable switch 110 and to one side of a



measuring capacitor C s 112. The other side of the measurement capacitor 112 is

connected via a second switch 114 to an output 116 of the measurement circuit 108

which is fed as a voltage V Q UT o a controller 118. A first input control channel 103 is-

used to control the operation of the drive circuit 101, and a second input channel 107

provides an output enable, which can be used to float the- output to the X- plate l Q of

the key 10-.

In the circuit diagram shown in Figure 3 a convention has-been adopted to

show that a control input of each of the switches 110, 114 is open for the control input-

"0" and closed for the control input "1". The other-side of each of the switches 1l θ,

.114 is connectedto ground, so that if the control input is "1" then the connecting Input

would be connected to ground: The operation of the touch sensor shown i Figure 3

including the function of the measurement circuit which is arranged to measure an

amount of charge transferred from the X plate 100 to the Y .plate 104 of the key 105

will now be explained with reference to -the timing diagram shown in Figure 4

In Figure 4, four timing diagrams 130, 132, 134, 138 are shewn-t σ illustrate the

operation of the measurement circuit 108 shown in Figure 3. A first timing diagram

130 represents the control input applied to the second switch, 1-1-4. Thus, on the left

h and side, the logical value of the control input is shown, whereas on-the right hand

side the effect at the connecting point 114.1 is shown to be either "Z" in which the

connecting point 1-14.1 is isolated or floating, or for a -logical control input of I

grounded. Similarly a timing diagram 132 illustrates for logical control input values

0 or "l":of a .connecting point 110.1 at either floating (Z) or ground (0).. A third-

timing diagram 134 shøws a relative timing of a-drive-signal -provided to the X plate

100 ofthe key in which case, in contrast-to the timing-diagrams 130, 132 for theiwo

-switches 110, 11-4, the value of-the -timing diagram is an absolute value so that the-left

J and side illustrates that the voltage varies hetween OV and the- reference voltage, -

which is the voltage used to charge the X plate- 100. The final timing diagram 138

provides an illustration of the example signal strength or voltage produced on the

measurement capacitor 112 as a result ofthe opening and closing ofthe switches 110,

114 and the driving ofthe X plate 100 in accordance with the timing illustrated by the

timing diagrams 130, 132, 134. The timing diagrams 130, 132, 134, 138 will now be

explained as follows:



In Figure 4 at a first point tl, the charge measurement circuit 108 is initialised

with both the control inputs for the switches 110, 114 being high (1) so that both the Y

plate and the_charge measurement capacitor 112 are set to ground and the X plate 100

of the key is at zero- and therefore not being driven by the drive circuit 101.

Correspondingly, the output voltage across the charge measurement circuit 112 is at

zer ϊ- At t2 the. logical i iψ αtto the control switch 114 is set to zero thereby opening the

switch and. floating the eonnecting point 114.-1, which connects the output voltage 116

to one side of the measurement capacitor 112.

At a next time t-Hh©- control input to the switch 1-10 is set low (0) thereby

floating the-connecting point 110.1 which is Y before_at a time t4 the drive circuit

101 drives the X plate of the- key 100 to the reference voltage V . Then in order to

charge the measurement capacitor C s for a period S between t5 and t6, the control

input to the switch 114 is-set high (1) thereby grounding Y to transfer charge induced

on the Y plate of the key 104 onto the charge measurement capacitor 112, until t6

when the control input-to the switch 114 is set to low (0), which again floats the

connecting point 114. 1. After charging thejtneasurement capacitor C s for a first dwell

time between. t5 and t6, at t7 the control input to switch 110 is set high (1), thereby

grounding- the connecting point 110.1, which is connected to the other side of .the

charge- measurement capacitor C s 112. A s a result, the voltage across the

measurement capacitor can be measured. h amount of charge-transferred from the

Y plate 104 ontorthe measurement capacitor G 112 duringJhe dweH-t-ime-between t5

andt ό is represented as the output voltage V Q UT-

Att8-the drive circuit 101 goes low (0), which concludes a first -measurement

cycle.

_At t9 the next- measurement cycle of a measurement bur-st Occurs. At t9 the

control- input to the s itc 110- goes low (0) thereby floating Y , before the drive

circuit again drives the X plate 100 with a voltage "V", at time t 10. The

measurement capacitor 112 is again charged from charge transferred from the Y plate

104 of the key onto the measurement capacitor 112. As with the first burst at point t l 1

the control input to the switch 114 goes high (1) thereby grounding the point 114.1 and

driving charge onto the measurement capacitor until tl2, when the control input to the



switch 114 goes low, again floating YB . Thus again charge is transferred from the Y

plate 104 during the dwell- period between t l 1 and tl2, thereby increasing the voltage

across the measurement capacitor C as- represented as the output voltage V UT- t

tl3 the control input to the switch 110 is set -high (1) thereby grounding Y and at tl4

the drive circuit 101 goes low (0), which concludes the second measurement cycle.

Thus, as with the_first measurement cycle an amount of charge has been transferred

from the Y plate, which has then increased the voltage across the measurement

capacitor! 12, which represents an amount of charge transferred from the Y plate.

After -several -measurement cycles oϊ la -burst, the_amount of charge present on

m e Y plate transferred- to- - e measurement capacitor JL12 is consistent, thereby

providing a representation of charge present on the key produced by the drive signal to

the; X plate 100 via the drive .circuit 101. The amount of charge on the measurement

capacitor 1Yl is determined with the aide of a discharge resistor 140. One side of the

discharge resistor 140 is connected to the-rneasurement capacitor and the other side

SMP is connected to a discharge switch 142. The discharge switch 142 receives a

control signal from the controller 1-18 via a control channel 144. The controller 118 is

controlled so- as to ground SMP, during measurement cycles and- to discharge the

measurement-capacitor C 112 through the discharge -resistor 14Or by connecting SMP

to a voltage Vr j > The controller 1LS÷then determines an amount of charge present by

counting -a. number- of predetermined clock periods before the .charge on the

measurement Tcapacitβr G i s discharged io- zero. The- number- of clock periods

therefore pro vides=a relative signal sample-value for the respective measured -charge

-signal.

m alternative-embodiments, instead_of=-arranging for the controller- 118 to

generate a predetermined number of- measurement cycles and then measuring the

charge present on the Y plate, the controller may operate to continue with the

measurement bursts until a predetermined threshold voltage is reached. The number of

measurement cycles or bursts of cycles which are required to reach the predetermined

threshold then provides an indication of the amount of charge transferred from the X

plate to the Y plate and therefore an indication of the electric coupling between them.

Hence the presence of a body proximate the coupling will change the electric coupling



and therefore the number of cycles required to reach the threshold, which can therefore

be detected by the controller.

Two Dimensional Touch Sensor Example

One advantage of the measurement ckcuit shown in Figure 3 is that, using the

same principles of construction and operation, a matrix of touch sensitive switches can

be formed, so that a user can select either a plurality of different positions on a touch

sensitive screen, for example, or a plurality of differenLfunctions in dependence upon

the position of the user's finger for example with- respect to the matrix of points.

Figure 5 provides an example of a .two dimensional touch" sensor, which-has been

largely reproduced from WO- Θ0/4 Θ! 8~[2J7 but adaptediir accordance -with the present

technique.

In Figure 5 drive circuits 101.1, 101.2, 101.3, 10L4 are arranged to -drive

different sensor points 205 which with example shown in Figure 5 forms a 4 x 4 array.

Thus, as shown correspondingly -in Figure 6 a control .panel- with sixteen touch

-sensitive points is provided which can be used to either formihe touch sensitive screen

or a control panel with multiple selection control switches. More explanation of

Figure 6 will-be provided shortly.

A s shown in Figure 5 each of the drive circuits 101.1, 10=1.2, 101.3, 101.4 Is

-controlled by a controller 500 to drive each ofmecorresponding lines-Xl, X2, X3, X4,

- -using first control inputs 103- 1, 103 .2,. iO3 .3-, LΘ3.4~in the sam e way as the X-plate 1O

i s driven in Figure 3 and represented in Figure 4. Similarly, an output-enable control

-input Ϊ Q7 is. provided -to float the output of the- drive-circuits T0T7Ϊ , 101.2, 101.3-,

101.4. The output of the coupli g capacitors at each of e points 205 are-connected-to

one side of measuring capacitors- Cs 112.1, 112.2, 112 3, 1ϊ 2 .4-which are arranged to

-measure an-amount of charge gresent-on-the Y plate, T l 3 Y2,.Y3, Y4 providing output

signals 116.1, 116.2, T16.3, 11.6.4 tordetecirthe presence of an object in- .the-same-way

as the operation of the circuit shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. This is achieved by

applying control signals to the switches HOa, HOb, 110c, HOd, 114a, 114b, 114c,

114d in a corresponding manner to the arrangement explained above with reference to

Figures 3 and 4. More details for the operation of such a matrix circuit are disclosed in

WO-00/44018 [2].



Tecfinical Problem Addressed by Example Embodiments

Although the touch sensor described above with reference to Figures 1 to 4

provides an effective touch sensor which can be used for many applications, there is a

desire to use such touch sensors in increasingly challenging environments. For

example, as explained- above, the use of a touch sensor in combination with an LGD

screen as shown in Figure 6 to form a touch sensitive display can have an effect of

inducing charge -onto the key or keys as a result of switching noise produced by

switchingXCD pixels within the display on and off, to disrupt the measurement cyeles.

It will- be- appreciated the noise from an LCD screen i one example .of a

- periodic noise signal. Generally, the embodiments of the present invention can be

arranged to reduce the -effeets of noise signals on the measurement τ>f capacitanee-and

therefore- touch sensors, by detecting a periodicity of the noise signal and adapting the

timing of the capacitance measurement of the sensing element accordingly.

Figure 6~provides an example illustration in schematic form: of a 2D sensor

601, which is shown in the form o f a circuit diagram in Figure 5, disposed above an

LCD display screen 602 to form a touch sensitive display. Thus the matrix of

capacitive sensors 205 as shown in Figure 5 are shown to be disposed above anJLCD

display 602, on a supporting substrate 604.

As with conventional arrangements for implementing an ECD display,-. a

coBBnon switching voltage- is provided in order to activate the_pixels- of ~the-LCD ~

screen. Ther common switching voltage is illustrated schematically as a rectang πlar

wav voltage signal 610 with Tespect to time with- reference -to-ground 620 and is

generated within a field emitting layer-61 of the LCD^isplay screen 602.

As a result -of the proximity of the LCD -screen to the touch -sensor 601 -a~

coupling, capaεitance Cp ] Cp2 Cp3 Cp4 between the field emitter.6.12 of the B€-D

screen .6.02 and the- sensmg r outputs Yl-, Y2, Y3, Y4 respectively has an effect-of

inducing the common voltage signal 610 onto the sensing lines Y 17 Y2,. Y3, Y4 f

keys 205 within the 2DCT 601. Schematically, since the amount of charge induced on

the keys is detected using the charge measuring circuit, which utilizes the

measurement capacitors Cs 112.1, 112.2, 112.3, 112.4, a component of the common

voltage will be induced on the sensing outputs Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4 respectively and

therefore on the measurement signal detected by the measurement capacitors 112.1,



112.2, 112.3, 112.4. Thus the common voltage of the LCD screen 602 will be detected

as a noise signal by the measurement circuits and may produce an erroneous detection

of an object when none is present or prevent an object being detected when one is

present. Furthermore, the noise signal may affect the detection of a position of an

object on the two dimensional touch sensor,_m that- jitter will be introduced into the

detected position as a result of the change in charge induced by the noise-signal. The

jitter in position detection results in the -touch sensor detecting an. object at different

positions even though the object is stationary a t a certain position on the touch sensor.

An equivalent -electrical circuit diagram 4Mustrating the effect of one of the

coupling capacitances Cp-i shown in Figure 6 is provided in Figure 7. The effect of

the coupling capaedtance Cp is illustrated by assuming -that the noise signal caused by

the common switching voltage provides a-rectangular wave form with an amplitude of

1 volt, the coupling capacitance. Cp is-lQO picoFarads and the measurement capacitor

Cs is rOOO picoFarads. A s a result of a potential divider effect provided by the two

capacitors Cp , Cs the voltage induced by the- noise signal across the coupling

capacitor Cp \ will- be- 0.9090 volts, and across the measuring capacitor Cs will be

0.0909 volts. Thus a significant amount of the noise signal caused by the common

switching voltage will-be induced across-the measuring capacity C .

Reducing the-Effeets θf-Noise Signals

The controller shown in Figure. -operates as explained above- to detect the

presence of an object above- oneL_of-the matrix of keys 205;- .from a change- in the

capacitance of the keys, through a-ehange in-an-amount of chargedhduced on the.key

during a-burst- of measurement cycles. However, the presence of -a noise -signal- can

induce charge-onto theJfeys of-a touch sensor_and-provide-aiaise. detection or prevent

a detection being-made: According t o the present technique,_the controller 500 is

arranged to reduce the effects of the noise signal as explained in the following

paragraphs.

The controller 500 is arranged to detect a noise signal induced on one or more

of the sensing lines Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4. To this end, one of the sensing lines Yl, Y2, Y3,

Y4 is connected to a noise sensing input 502 via a connecting channel 504 which in



the example shown in Figure 5 is the sensing line Yl. Optionally the noise signal

induced on the sensing line Y l may be passed through a signal conditioner 506. In

one example the signal conditioner 506 may be a Schmitttfigger.

An example illustration of the signal conditioner. 506 is shown in Figure 8,

5 which provides an example in which the signal conditioner is a Schmitt trigger. The

noise signal induced on sensing line Y l of the touch sensor is fed via an optional

coupling capacitor 262 to a first positive input of an amplifier 264. The D voltage at

the positive input to the operational amplifier 264 is- between a voltage- mil Vrj>£> and

ground between a potentiaLdivided by two resistors 2-66 268. Correspondingly, the

-0 negative input of the operational amplifier 264 is. biased between a corresponding

potential divider providedby two resistors 270 272 A feed back resistor 274 provides:

a hysteresis feedback to the operational ampliSer- 264 which provides a -non-linear

transfer function, which toggles between Ov and Vrjjj), depending on whether the input

signal is above or below a value at the negative input of the operational amplifier set

5 by the potential divider resistors 266, 268.

In other examples the noise signal may be sensed Jr om more than one of the

sensing lines YL,-Y2, Y3, Y4. However, typically a-noise signal with sufficient signal

strength can be detected from only one of the sensing-lines and therefore-only one is

used. Furthermore, using more than one version of the noise signal from different

0- -sensing output lines would require a summing: amplifier to combine these different

versions and if signal conditioning is used, a separate signal conditioner per sensing

output would be- required. This woul have the disadvantage oT respiring additional

expense^

Example Illustrations

5 The operation- of the controller 500 according torfhe present technique-will now

be explained- with reference tojthe signal wave ϊ orm -diagrams-shown in Figures 9 and

10. Figure 9a provides an example illustration of a common switching voltage 610

produced by the LCD display 602 in order to switch the LCD pixels and as explained

above the common voltage signal is induced as noise on the keys of the capacitive

0 matrix of the 2DCT 601. As illustrated in Figure 9a the common voltage of the LCD

screen causes a periodic noise signal having flat portions A, B and rising edges C and



falling edges D . Figure 9b illustrates a plurality of six measurement bursts each of

which provides five measurement-cycles in accordance with the technique for inducing

and detecting charge present on the keys as explained with reference to Figures 1 to 6.

Those acquainted with the technique for measuring charge induced on the

capacitively charged key will appreciate that charge is transferred capacitvely as a

resultoira; change in voltage with respect to time; i = Cxdv/dt. Thus, whilst the noise

signal- has an approximately constant voltage within the flat portions A and B shown in

Figure 9a, the measurement cycles in each of the bursts 280 will not be affected by the

noise signal. However,- with the rising edges C and the felling edges D charge will he

induced in the key with the effect that any measurement cycle coinciding with a rising

or falling edge C, D will be likely to cause an incorrect measurement; inthat-an object

proximate a position on the 2 DCT sensor 601 will either not be detected or .an .Object

WJH be incorrectly detected whereas in fact none is present. In addition, as indicated

above jitter will be introduced into the. detection of a position of an object in that a two

dimensional sensor may, as a result of the noise signal, detect different positions at

-different times for a body which is otherwise stationary at a certain position on the

touch sensor. Thus, as shown in Figure 9b those measurement cycles 282, 284, 286

which coincide with. either rising or falling edges C, D will produce erroneous results.

However, even though the rising edge 288 is at a. point in time which is during a

measuring-burst 28Q if the rising edge does not coincide with a measurement cycle

then the measurement burst will not be affected by the periodic noise-signal, because

the rising edgeMoes not coincide with a measurement cycle-.

In-accordance with the present technique the controller 500 first performs a

sensing phase, in which the noise induced on the sensing- output line s ¥1, Y2, Y3, Y4

is detected. During. the ~sensing phase the drive lines Xl, X2, X3-,_X4-are floated, usmg

the Output-enable control input 10-7. Similarlythe sensing lines Yl, Y2; Y3, Y4 are

floated;, by-opening the switches HOa, 1:1.0b, HOc, IiOd, 114a, 114b, 114c; IMd: In

some examples the output line 116.1 corresponding to the sensing line Y l on which

the noise signal is being detected or all of the output lines 116.1, 116.2, 116.3, 116.4

are also floated by providing a switch either inside the controller 500 or externally, in

order to float the line 116.1 or lines 116.1, 116.2, 116.3 116.4. For example, a switch

511 under the control of the controller 500 is provided to float output line 116.1. After



floating the drive, sensing and output lines, a period of the periodic noise signal is

detected and a timing of the rising and falling edges identified. A temporal region

around the rising and falling edges C, D therefore forms a first part of the detected

periodic noise signal, which causes charge to be induced, and should be avoided, when

attempting to detect an object proximate the touch sensor. A second part of the

periodic signal ibrms a -region in. which the noise signal does not change significantly,

which s the parts A and B in Figure. 9a.

The controller 500 is configured to. control the generation of the bursts of

measurement cycles. 280 so as not-to-coincide with the rising or falling edges of the

first part of the periodic noise signal. Thus as illustrated in Figure 9c, once the rising

edges-C or falling edges D are detected, then the -measurement cycle of the first

measurement burst-does not begin until a pre-determined period τ after the rising edge

C or faffing edge. D has been detected. Thereafter; the measurement bursts are

generated in synchronism with the periodicity of the noise signal waveform, in a

continuous or substantially continuous processes, for example for a predetermined

time, until a next noise sensing phase. As a result, the 2DCT sensor 601 is not affected

by the periodic noise_pattern induced by the LCD display, thereby overcoming the

disadvantages associated- with combining a 2DCT sensor with a LCD display as

described above.

n one example, the controller 500 identifies a period of the periodic noise

sigπa l ~by sampling the noise signal, and measuring- a -length of time between two

sample-values- which are approximately-the -same, such as where the noise waveform

crosses zero. The measurement is-repeated for~a plurality of different signal sample

values, and the_average taken as the. estimated period of the periodic .noise signai. The-

risingf and falling edges of the -periodic noise pattern can then be determined by

identifying: successive samples or groupszdf samples which change in value by greater

-than a predetermined- threshold within a predetermined time period: The controller

500 can then confirm the detection of the rising or falling edges from a time between

successive rising edges or successive falling edges, which should be approximately the

same as the determined noise period.

In accordance with the present technique, although the measurement bursts can

be arranged to coincide with the flat portions of the periodic noise pattern A, B, it is



possible to .still utilize as much as possible of the period within which signal

measurements of induced charge can be detected. Figure 10a provides an example

illustration of the noise signal in Figure 9a on an expanding time axis. Figure 10b

provides a period of the first- of the measurement cycles which extends for a period

5 which is longer than the flat portion-A of the noise signal. Thus-, as shown in Figure

10b a first measurement-burst 300. occupies a total time period 302. Thus, as explained

above after a period τ from which the first rising edge C of the noise signal is detected

290, a measurement burst 300 is undertaken. However, in contrast -to the arrangement

shown in Figure 9c, Figure iOb the period f the burst measurement cycle 302

0 includes the falling edge D of the noise signal. By arranging the measurement burst

300. to include measurement cycles either side of the falling edge D, the measurement

burst can extend into the second flat portion B f the noise signal therefore utilizing

more of the time available- for detecting a change hi the charge induced on the

capacitively charged keys. Therefore an increase in the .efficiency and responsiveness

5 of the 2DCT can be achieved.

Further examples of noise signal waveforms and corresponding- control of the

measurement cycles by the-controller 50-θ-are shown in Figures 11 and 12. In Figure

11a a noise waveform is shown to- provide flat parts A , B which are- not equal in

length. Thus first parts 8Θ0 of the periodic waveform which include the rising and

0 .falling- edges C D are identified as-regiensdn which measurement xycles: should not be

-performed. Thus as shewn in Figure- lib, although the measurement cycles are

generated for a pluralityp.of repeating periods o f the^periodic waveform, -msasurement-

cycles are not performed during the first parts 800 as identified by arrows 802.

Measurement- cycles are-performed in -second parts, 804, which: include the regions A,

5 Bvin_which the noise signal waveføHipis substantially constant-

Figure- I2a- provides arπ ustration of -a noise signal waveform, which- provides

a relatively long rise-and -fall -times instead- of edges- C, D. Thus-the ϋ rst parts of the

periodic waveform 808 in which measurement cycles should not be performed are

longer than the example shown in Figure 11a, so that the second parts 810 in which

0 measurement cycles can be performed are much shorter.

Although the measurement bursts are shown in Figures 9, 10, 1 1 and 12 to be

performed at about the same time with respect to the periodic noise signal, it will be



appreciated that there may he some jitter with the effect that the bursts may start at

different times with respect to the fibrst part, provided that the measurement bursts are

performed in the second part in which the noise signal value is substantially constant.

Other Examples

As explained above, embodiments of the present invention find application

-with various forms of touch- sensor and include touch sensors in which- a key is first

charged and then discharged such as πrthe example disclosed in U S 5,730,165 [-3]. In

this example, which i s - illustrated- in Figure 13, a_sihgle- coupling-plate is provided- and

disposed to form a touch sensitive switch. Asr br- the examples-explained above, a

- noise source- 930 Induce s a periodic noise signal on the coupling plate O , -via a

naturally formed coupling capacitance 902. A controller 5O0.1Jnduces charge onto

the- coupling plate 900, which forms a key and then-measures an amount of charge

transferred from the plate 9Θ0 to detect a change in capacitance. The change in

capacitance may be caused by the presence of a body, which is reflected by a stray

capacitance Cx 904. A s for the examples explained above, in Figure 13, the controller

500.1 floatsihe coupling plate 900 to sense the noise signal induced by the source 930.

Optionally a signal conditioner 906 may be used to clean-up theunoise signal induced

on the plate 90Θ. As for the examples mentioned -afeove, after detecting the-soise

-signal, a period of the noise signal-Is determined and a first part of the noise signal i

identified, in whiehrthe noise signal value is changing. The measurement cycles are-

therefore controlled to avoid the first part of the period and to occur-in the second part

of the-period, -in-which the noise-signal ϊ srsubstantial ϊy constant.

Another example of a touch sensor forming a_two dimensional- array- is shown-

in- Figure 14; which operates-in- aecordance_with the same charge transfer -technique

r THustrated-in. Figure Ϊ 3~ and explained above. Høwever as shewn in Figure 14-a-

plurality of keys 960 .are. coupled to common lines 962,- which are controlled by a

controller 500.2 to be charged during a drive part of a measurement cycle and

discharged by sensing lines 963 in accordance with the technique explained above

with reference to Figure 13. As can be seen, coupling capacitances 964 cause a noise

signal 966 to be induced on the lines 962. The noise signal is detected by connecting a



line from one of the common lines via an signal conditioner 970 to. be received by

the controller 500.2

As. will be appreciated from the above explanation, in some embodiments,

firmware implemented in a general-purpose micro-controller may be adapted to

perform the measurements identified above to capture the- noise output signal from a

noise source and to control the operation of the charge-transfer and measurement

cycles in relation to parts of ejαoise signal. A circuit may alternatively or in addition

be-used to synchronise_the charge-transfer bursts with the-LCD noise signal.

-In some example implementations the sensor-according to an embodiment of

the jgresent invention may be used with capacitive sensing apparatus and methods

described in US 6,452,514 [8], which is incorporated herein by reference fa one

example, the sensing-element, which forms-the key or keys may comprise a pattern of

electrodes. The electrodes can be made of a transparent material, such as indium tin

oxide (ITO), Orgacon ™ or -any other suitable material. The noise signal may be

sensed using the-key or matrix of keys themselves or- may be sensed from a separate-

electrode forming part of the touch sensor.

A more-detail example of a two dimensional touch sensor is provided Tn US

patent application 117752,615 [9]. A further example of a touch sensor with which the

embodiments of the.present invention find application i s disclosed in US 6, 466, 03.6.

Summary of Operation

Figure 15 provides a summary with

the present technique. Figure! 5-is suis arisedbas foltews:

" ST: After an initial power-on, the controller is-initialized to begm-operatk>n

S2: After the initialisation phase, or as part of the initialisation phase, a noise

sensing phase is under taken, in which the controller floats the sensing lines and if

used any drive lines to receive a noise signal from the key or keys of the touch sensor,

which is induced by a noise source. The noise signal is sampled to identify a pattern



(step S4, S8), by identifying a consistent temporal separation of noise signal samples,

which have the same value (for example zero).

S4: The controller determines whether or not the pattern of the signal is

repeating, for example by comparing voltage values of the detected signal, which are

the same- for a plurality of voltage values and comparing-a.time at which those values

are the same between sueeessive values. For example, a nominal zero crossing- peint-

of the noise waveform could be determined for the noise- as-an ac signal. Thus in step

S4, the controller .detects whether the noise signal isperiodic.

S6: If the noise-signal ϊsnot periodic then processing ends.

S8: The controller then determines the period of the periodic noise signal, by

subtracting two points in time at which the noise waveform value is the same, such as

peak values, zero crossingor rising or falling edges after they have been detected.

SlO: Within the period-of the noise signal, the controller identifies first parts of

the periodic signal in which the signal value i s changing such as -rising and falling

edges. For example, this will be associated with-a change-between successive samples

of the noise signal, which exceeds-a pre-determine threshold. Thus second parts of the

periodic signal in which the noise signal is approximately constant are also identified.

S12: The controller then determines whether a time period of the second part

or parts f the noise signal exceeds a temporal period, which would be occupied by a

burst of measurement cycles.

-S14: If the measurement burst-does not-exceed-theqperiod of the second-part of

the noise:signatthen the controller generates -measurement bursts in synchronism with

-the-second part- or parts of the noise signal. In particular, after detecting a rising or

falling edge of.tne noise-signal the controller waits for a pre-determined period τ from

the rising or falling edge -and -then begins the measurement burst, providing that the

total time of the offset Tplusthe period of-the measurement burst does notrexceed a

-temporal length- of the second part of the noise- signal (for example the part. A of the

noise signal in Figure 9a).

S16: If the measurement burst exceeds the temporal length of the second part

of the noise signal, then the controller adjusts the timing of the measurement burst to

displace the measurement burst with respect to the noise signal, so that after detecting

a rising or falling edge a period of τ + ∆t is allowed before the measurement burst



begins. The value of ∆t is adjusted to the effect that the first falling or rising-edge after

the rising or falling edge which triggers the measurement burst, falls between

measurement cycles.

S18: The controller continues to operate in accordance with a conventional

operation to detect the presence of an object proximate the touch sensor at a particular

location. However, after a pre-determined period the controller re-initializes the touch

sensor again by performing the noise sensing phase to detect the presence of a noise

signal as summarised above with reference to steps S2~to Sl 6. This is because the

noise pattern may have changed since the previous sensing-phase.

Further aspects and features of the present invention are defined in the

appended claims. Various modifications may be made to the example embodiments

described above without departing from the scope of the .present invention i n

particular, although the above description has been made with reference- to a matrix

touch sensor which includes a key having an X plate and a Y plate where theiX plate is

dri ven and charge is measured on the Y plate, the present invention also finds

application where only a single plate is provided in the touch sensor which is first

charged in. a charge cycle and then discharged in a measurement cycle-such as that-

disclosed in WO-97/23738 [1] or indeed any other technique for detecting the presence-

of a body through a change in a capacitance of a sensing element
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CLAIMS

1. A sensor for determining the presence of an object from a change in a

capacitance of a sensing element, the sensor comprising

a .capacitance measurement circuit operable to perform measurement cycles to

measure a capacitance of the sensing element, and

a controller circuit operable

to detect a periodic noise signal induced on the sensing element,

t o determme_a- first part of a repeating pattern of the periodic noise signal,

which causes a change in an amount of charge-present on the sensing element, which-

affects the measurement of the capacitance of the sensing element by the capacitance

measurement circuit

to determine a second part of tBe repeating pattern of the periodic noise signal,

which does not cause.a change in the amount-of charge present on the sensing element,

and

to control the measurement cycles of the capacitance -measurement circuit to

perform the measurement cycles during the second-part of the periodic noise signal

and not to perføimihe measurement cycles during the first part of the periodic noise

signal.

2. A sensor_as claimed πr Claim-1, wherein the-sensihg element includes-a

key -and the controller is operable to-control the capacitance -measurement circuit to

-detect a change in-the capacitance of the-sensing element by-

generating a plurality- of the measuremenk_£ycles, each measurement cycle

including inducing charge onte=the key during a charging part.ef a measurement cycle,

an3 measuring_an- amount of charge induced on the key during a signal measurement

partrof thfcmeasurement cycle, and

detecting the presence of the object proximate the key from a change in an

amount of charge transferred from the key, thereby to detect a change in the

capacitance of the sensing element.



3. A sensor as claimed in Claim 2, wherein the controller circuit is

operable to control the measurement cycles of the capacitance measurement circuit to

perform the measurement cycles during the second part of the periodic noise signal

and not to perform the measurement cycles during the first part of the periodic noise

signal by

generating one ormore measurement bursts,_each measureme πtburst providing

a plurality of the- measurement cycles, and

synchronising the generation- of the plurality of bursts and -the measurement

cycles within the bursts to coincide^wrflxthe second part of the periodic noise sigsaL

4. A sensor as claimed in Claim 3, wherein the controller circuit is

operable to synchronise the generation ofJhe- plurality of bursts of the measurement-

cycles with respect to the periodic noise signal by

determining a temporal length of each ofihe bursts-of-the measurement cycles,

and

adjusting. the timing of the bursts of measurement cycles to coincide with the

part or parts of the noise signal which are less Jikely to affect the capacitance-

measurements.

- 5. A sensor as claimed in CIaim-3 -or 4, wherein the first partr-of the

periodic -noise signal includes rising - Γ falling- dges and the controller circuit -is

Operable to synchronise the generation of-the plurality-©! bursts and the measuremenT

cycles within the ursts y

detecting-the rising and-falling edges in the periodic noise: signal, and

synchronising the .generation- of the bursts=and the measurememt cycles within

~ fiierbursts to falling edgesdm the÷detected noise signal.

6. A sensor as claimed in Claim 1 or 2, wherein the controller circuit is

operable to control the measurement circuit to generate the measurement cycles for a

plurality of periods of the periodic noise signal and not to generate the measurement

cycles in the first part of the repeating noise signal.



7. A sensor as claimed i any preceding Claim, wherein the controller

circuit is coupled to the sensing element and is arranged to detect the noise signal

5 induced onihe. sensing element from the sensing element itself.

- A sensor as claimed in any preceding Claim, wherein the controller

circuit is operaHe to detect the noise signal during a noise sensing phase, in which the

capacitance measurement circuit -does not perform- any measu£ement cycles and the

10 key or keys of the sensing element are floated.

9. A sensor asjdaimed in any preceding Claim, wherein the.key includes a

key matrix forming a two dimensional capacitive transducer.

Ϊ5 10. A method of determining the-presence of an object from a change in a

capacitance of a sensing element, the method-comprising

detecting a periodic noise signal induced on the sensing element;

determining a first jpait of a repeating pattern of the periodic noise- signal;

which causes a change in an amount of charge present on- the sensing element, which

0 affects the-meas remenfcof thexapacitance of the sensing element,

determining a second partof the-repeating pattern of the periodic noise-signal,

which does not cause a change^irr-the amount of charge present-o uthe sensing element,

performing measurement cycles to measure a capacitance of the sensing

element during _the second part of -the periodic noise signal-and not performingHhe

5 measurement-cycles duringthe fust part of the periodic noise-signal.

11. A nethod as claimed in Claim 10, whereinthe sensing-eleinent includes

a key, and the performing measurement cycles to measure the capacitance of the

sensing element includes

0 generating a plurality of measurement cycles, each measurement cycle

including inducing charge onto the key during a charging part of a measurement cycle,



and determiningran amount of charge induced on the key during a signal measurement

part of the measurement cycle, and

detecting the presence of the object proximate the key from a change in an

amount of charge transferred from the key, thereby detecting a change in the

capacitance -of the sensing element.

12. A metfiod a claimed in Claim 11, wherein the performing

measurement cycles -to measure a capacitance-of the sensing- element during the second

part of the periodic noise signal and not perforating the measurement cycles during the

first part of the periodic noise signal, includes

generating one or more measurement arsts,_each measurement burst providing

a plurality of the measurement cycles, and

synchronising the generation of the plurality of bursts and the measurement

cycles within the bursts to coincide with the second part of e periodic noise signal.

13. A method as claimed in Claim 12, wherein the synchronising the

generation of the plurality of bursts and the measurement cycles within the bursts to

coincide with the second part of the periodic noise signal, includes

determining a temporal length of each of the bursts of the measurement cycles,

and

-adjusting-fee timing of the bursts-øf measurement cycles- to-Goincide with>the

second part-ef e periodic noise signal

14. A method as-claimed in Claim 12 or 13, wherein the synchronising the

generation of the plurality .of bursts and the measurement cycles within-the bursts;to

coincide with-the second part of the periodic noise signaif-ineludes

-detecting-the rising and falling edges-in.the-periodic noise signal, and

synchronising the generation of the bursts and the measurement cycles within

the bursts to avoid rising and/or falling edges in the detected noise signal.

15. A method as claimed in Claim 10 or 11, wherein the performing the

measurement cycles to measure the capacitance of the sensing element includes



generating the measurement cycles fora plurality of periods of the periodic

noise signal, and

not generating the measurement cycles in the first part of the repeating noise

signal.

16. A method as claimed i any of Claims 10 to 15, wherein the detecting-

the periodic noise signal induced on the sensing element, includes-

detecting the periodic noise signal induced on the sensing element from the

sensing element itseif.

17. A method as claimed in any of Claims H to 16, wherein ffie detecting

the periodic noise.-signal induced on the sensing- element, includes

detecting the noise signal during a noise sensing phase, in which the

capacitance measurement circuit does not perform any measurement cycles -and the

key or keys of the sensing element are floated.

18. A method as claimed in any of Claims ~11 to 17, whereirr the key

includes a key matrix forming a two dimensional capaeitive transducer.

19. A controller for sensing the .presence of an object from-a-change in.an

amount of charge present-o a-sensing-dement, the controller being operable-

to detect-a-periodic noise signaHhdk εed on-the sensing element,

to determine a first part-of repeating- pattern of -the- periodic noise signal,

which causes a change i an amount- of charge present on the. sensing element, which

affects a measurement of a-capacitanee of the sensing element .

to determine a second part oflhe rep_eating.pattern of the periodic noise signal,

whichrdoes-not cause a change in the_amount of chargerpresent on the sensiπg-dement,

and

to control measurement cycles of a capacitance measurement circuit to

perform the measurement cycles during the second part of the periodic noise signal

and not to perform the measurement cycles during the first part of the periodic noise

signal.



20. A controller as claimed in Claim 19, wherein the sensing element

includes a key and the controller is operable to detect a change in the capacitance of

the sensing element by

generating a plurality of the measurement cycles, each measurement cycle

including inducing charge onto the key during a charging part of measurement cycle,

and measuring an amount of charge induced on the key during a signal measurement

part-ofthe measurement cycle, and

-detecting the presence of the object proximate- the key from a change in an

amount of charge transferred from the key, thereby to detect a change in the

capacitance of the sensing element.

21. An apparatus for determining the presence of an object from a change

in a capacitance of a sensing element, the apparatus comprising

means for detecting a periodic noise signal induced on the sensing element,

means for determining a first part of a repeating pattern of the periodic noise

signal, which causes a change in an amount of charge present on the sensing element,

which affects the measurement of the capacitance of the sensing element,

means for determining a second- part of the repeating pattern of the periodic

noise .signal, which does not cause a change in the amount of charge present on -the

seπsing-element,

means for performing measurement -cycles to- measure a capacitance of the

sensing element- during the second part of the-periodic noise signal and not performing

the measurement cycles during the first part of the periόcifc noise signal.

22. A sensor as claimed in any =of Claims 1 to 9, or a method according to

claims 1-0 to 18, or a -controller as claimed in claim 20, wherein the-periodic noise

signal is generated by a liquid crystal display screen.
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